
Confidence

King Los

Tell me do you trust yourself
Like you need nobody else
Sometimes I don't trust myself
But I bought that thing off the shelf
Oh now, trust yo confidence, yeah yeah
Won't you trust yo confidence
All you need, all you need, all you need, is your confidence

It ain't selfish, to love yo self more
Cause if you loved you more
Maybe you could love a few more
Open up a new door
When you feel worthless
Upgrade yo work list
To work on yo self more
And find what yo worth is
Everybody on this earth is imperfect
Cast judgement on no one

Imagine the sky with no sun
Imagine the earth with no you
To love you is to know you
And I know you don't know you
Like you need too
But you owe you too much to ever let them beat you
Be you and a tea full
Be so influential
That I could see you in other people
I see the eyes of the peephole
Cries from a deep soul
Over come the lies of the evil
I realize that your real eyes done came in contact with real lies
Like contacts over real eyes is a real lie
Realize where the real lie

When you down you should feel fly
If you scared hold my hand baby we'll fly
Even though they said we wouldn't we would still fly

Tell me do you trust yourself
Like you need nobody else
Sometimes I don't trust myself
But I bought that thing off the shelf
Oh now, trust yo confidence, yeah yeah
Won't you trust yo confidence
All you need, all you need, all you need, is your confidence

Don't live a lie, or fear the fall
You won't kiss the sky
Live on the cloud
Never come down
And on the way up
Enjoy the ride
Never ask how
Give away smiles
Destroy your pride
And pull yourself and you'll never get fired
Laugh at the hurt
Then laugh till it hurts



Pray till it works
And never get tired
Please be inspired
May peace be inside
Shit could be worse, at least we alive
Govern yourself
Cover yourself
And your brothers we don't need police we need God
We don't need to much of one thing what we need is balance
And we don't want nothing they handing out, we need a challenge
A challenge, a challenge, like say something nice, smile when you mad
When you down and out think about those times that we had
That was good when it's good, it's as good as it gets
Loving is good, good as in strength
Strength as in us
We gone be strong as long as it's in us
Actions a must
We can't keep acting like fractions of us
Ashes to ashes are passions to dust
Say that you ride, you don't know what your a passenger of
Passion to love
Compassion and hugs
Or blasting them slugs
Actually adds to the absence of us
And in the absence of us
I have to repeat it
Confidence needed
You just don't practice enough

Tell me do you trust yourself
Like you need nobody else
Sometimes I don't trust myself
But I bought that thing off the shelf
Oh now, trust yo confidence, yeah yeah
Won't you trust yo confidence
All you need, all you need, all you need, is your confidence
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